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Abstract Metabolic syndrome (MS) is a cluster of met-

abolic abnormalities associated with an increased risk of

developing cardio-vascular diseases, stroke or type II dia-

betes. Overall, the aetiology of MS is complex and is

determined by the interplay between genetic and environ-

mental factors although it is still difficult to untangle their

respective roles. The aim of this study was to determine

which factors and/or combination of factors could be pre-

dictive of MS status. Using a large case–control study

nested in a well-characterized cohort, we investigated

genetic and dietary factors collected at entry in subjects

having developed MS 7 years later. We used a classifica-

tion technique called Random Forest to predict the MS

status from the analysis of these data. We obtained an

overall out-of-bag estimation of the correct classification

rate of 71.7% (72.1% for the control subjects and 70.7% for

the cases). The plasma concentration of 16.1 was the most

discriminative variable, followed by plasma concentration

of C18.3(n-6) and C18.2. Three SNPs were selected by

Random Forest (APOB rs512535, LTA rs915654 and

ACACB rs4766587). These SNPs were also significantly

associated to the MS by a univariate Fisher test.
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Introduction

Metabolic syndrome (MS) is characterized by the simul-

taneous presence of at least three of the following

disorders: obesity (increased waist circumference),

increased serum triglyceride level, increased fasting blood

glucose, decreased HDL cholesterol level and high blood

pressure. MS is significantly associated to elevated risk for

cardio-vascular and metabolic diseases. The prevalence of

the MS has dramatically increased over the last years,

following the increase in the number of cases of obesity

and the changes in the dietary habits of a larger part of the

population [5]. The syndrome is probably due to the

interplay between a genetic background and environmental

factors such as dietary habits and lack of physical activity

[3, 5]. However, it is still difficult to estimate the respective

role of these factors in the onset of the MS.

In this study we wanted to determine which factors and/

or combination of factors could be predictive of MS status.

This could lead to a better understanding of the early stages

of the MS and will also be useful preventing the MS.
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Materials and methods

All our data were acquired on a large case–control study

nested in a pre-existing cohort, the French SuViMax

cohort. SuViMax is a randomized, double-blind, placebo-

control, primary-prevention trial aimed to test the effect of

anti-oxidant supplementation on the incidence of cancer

and coronary heart diseases [4]. Due to the age of the

included subjects, and since relevant parameters have been

recorded during the 8 years follow-up of this cohort, this

trial presented a particular interest for our study. Indeed

during this time period, some subjects developed the MS,

which thus provided us with a retrospective study of the

development of the MS. Therefore, under these conditions,

the study of the genetic susceptibility to the development of

the metabolic syndrome can be achieved. Furthermore,

reliable recording of dietary intakes and measurements of

relevant markers made the study of diet-genes interactions

possible.

The SuViMax-Lipgene cohort includes a total of 1,754

individuals (877 cases with MS and 877 matched controls).

Case and control subjects have been matched according to

age (58.2 ± 0.18) and gender. The scoring criteria used to

select cases and controls are described in Fig. 1.

All individuals have been genotyped for 181 candidate

genes resulting in 806 ‘‘tag’’ SNPs. The list of genes has

been set up following an extensive literature study to find

the genes potentially involved in MS. This involved

searching through public databases including NCBIs, Pub

Med and OMIM databank to draw up the list of candidate

genes already associated with lipid metabolism, glucose

homeostasis, insulin signalling and inflammation. Genes

were selected from both functional physiological and

population studies.

The choice of the SNPs for this list of genes has been

performed using two different approaches. The first

approach consisted to select SNPs that had already been

studied in case–controls population or clinical studies. The

second way to select SNPs of interest was to use bioin-

formatics techniques.

After DNA extraction from frozen stored samples, the

genotyping has been performed by Illumina and

KBioScience.

In addition to genetic data, we collected nutritional

information and plasma fatty acid composition data at

baseline. Nutritional data focused on the daily lipid intake.

These data were acquired using several questionnaires. Six

or more dietary inquiries were necessary to determine the

average daily intake of different fatty acids.

After lipid extraction from stored plasma, methylation

and gas chromatography, the plasma fatty acid composition

was measured for each individual.

A classification technique called Random Forest was

utilized to analyse our dataset and also for variable selec-

tion and MS status prediction. This technique has been

proposed originally by Breiman and Cutler [1] and con-

siders an ensemble of decision trees. A decision tree is a

rule-based classifier using a succession of rules to itera-

tively split the data in subgroup. At each node, the most

discriminative variable is found as well as a cut-off value

and the dataset is split in two parts. Decision trees possess

some advantages compared to many statistically based

Fig. 1 Scoring criteria to select

cases and controls
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classification algorithms. First, they can easily manage

dataset with a mixture of categorical variables (such as

genotype information) and quantitative variables. They can

also deal with a very large number of input variables, even

when the number of variables is higher than the number of

individual in the dataset. However, individual decision

trees are not robust and the result of the classification

depends highly of the dataset. The Random Forest tech-

nique has been developed to overcome this lack of

robustness. The principle is to train a set of decision trees

(typically several hundred trees) using different bootstrap

samples from the original data. About one-third of the

cases are left out of the bootstrap sample and not used in

the construction of the individual tree (sampling with

replacement). Another characteristic of Random Forest is

that only a subset of the input variable is used at each node

to split the data. If there are M input variables, a number

m � M is specified such that at each node, m variables are

selected at random out of the M and the best split on these

m is used to split the node. The value of m is constant and

has to be defined as a parameter. We tested different values

of m in order to optimize the classifier results and we found

that the default value equal to sqrt(M) was given the best

results.

To define the output of the Random Forest, the classi-

fication results from each tree are compiled using a

majority of votes rule.

In Random Forest, there is no need for cross-validation

or a separate test set to get an unbiased estimate of the test

set error. It is estimated internally using an out-of-bag

estimation obtained by the classification of the individual

left-out. The out-of-bag estimation has proven to be unbi-

ased in many tests. It was then unnecessary to split our

dataset into a training set and a test set.

The presence of missing values turned out to be a

troublesome matter. Even though individual variables did

not usually exhibit a large number of missing values

(typically less than 10%), the combination of missing

information over more than 800 variables decreased dra-

matically the number of complete individual. In order to

maximize the number of individual available in the dataset,

missing values have been imputed using two different

algorithms. Missing genetic information has been esti-

mated using an in-house program developed by David

Tregouet (unpublished) which is using haplotype infor-

mation and an EM algorithm to recover missing genotype.

For the non-genetic part of the data, missing values were

estimated using a Random Forest based algorithm (func-

tion rfImpute from the R package Random Forest).

Even though Random Forest can deal with a large

number of input variables, a variable selection was nec-

essary prior to the classification process in order to reduce

the noise coming from uninformative variables. It allows

determining the most informative variables. For this pur-

pose we used the function cforest from the R package

party. A major advantage of this function is that it can

produce an unbiased measure of variable importance even

in the case of a mixture of categorical variables and con-

tinuous variables [6].

After the final subset of input variables has been defined,

the Random Forest algorithm was trained on our dataset.

We used a Random Forest with 5,000 trees. It could then be

used to classify any individual of the dataset or any new

individual as case or control. We obtained also an out-of-

bag estimation of the error rate.

Statement of informed consent

All subjects gave their informed written consent to the

study, which was approved by the ad hoc ethical com-

mittees (i.e., The Comité Consultatif de Protection des

Personnes dans la Recherche Biomédicale and the Com-

mission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés).

Results

The variable selection process led us to only a small subset

of the original variables. A large majority of the 806 SNPs

were left-out during the process. For the final classification

process we decided to keep only three SNPs as the inclu-

sion of more SNPs did not improve the error rate and since

we wanted to keep the subset of variables as small as

possible. Besides these 3 SNPs, 2 dietary fat variables and

11 plasma fatty acid data were kept in the analysis as well

as the level of physical activity (Fig. 2). We found that the

plasma concentration of palmitoleic acid was the most

discriminative variable, followed by plasma concentration

of GLA and linoleic acid.

Palmitoleic acid represents only a small fraction of the

total plasma fatty acids (around 2%) but it is very powerful

to discriminate between cases and controls. The plasma

concentration in palmitoleic acid is significantly higher for

individual with the MS compared to controls.

The 3 SNPs selected by Random Forest (APOB

rs512535, LTA rs915654 and ACACB rs4766587) were

also found significant in the preliminary univariate asso-

ciation study performed on the 806 SNPs. It can be noticed

that these three SNPs are involved in the three different

aspects of the MS: glucose homeostasis (APOB), lipid

metabolism (ACACB) and inflammatory process (LTA).

APOB rs512535 A [ G and ACACB rs4766587 A [ G

are associated with a higher risk to develop the MS while

LTA rs915654 has a protective effect.

We obtained an overall out-of-bag estimation of the

correct classification rate of 71.4% (Table 1). Error rates
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for both groups were similar even though slightly lower for

the control group. Cohen’s Kappa value was calculated to

estimate the agreement between the status predicted by

Random Forest and the actual status [2]. We found a value

of 0.428 which correspond to a moderate agreement (value

between 0.41 and 0.6). However, this result is encouraging

taken into account that the status was predicted 7 years

before the actual onset of the syndrome and that no vari-

ables directly related to the MS such as BMI at entry were

used for the classification. It can be noticed that when the

BMI at entry is added as input variable in Random Forest,

the error rate decreases dramatically (around 17%).

Conclusion

We developed a promising technique to predict the

appearance of the MS several years in advance using some

multivariate data analysis applied on dietary, environmental

and genetic data. We found that some imbalance in the

plasma fatty acid composition might reveal a risk of

developing the MS.

Some genetic factors have been found to be significantly

associated to the MS. However, the impact of the genetic

background seems relatively limited compared to the

influence of the dietary habits and environment.
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Table 1 Out-of-bag correct classification rates

Predicted classes Correct classification rates

Control Case

MS status

Control 632 245 72.1%

Case 257 620 70.7%

Overall: 71.4%

Fig. 2 Variable importance

obtained by Random Forest for

a part of the initial input

variables. The 17 variables used

for the classification process are

displayed in bold
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